POSTERS FOR SALE

GTA NSW & ACT has printed a number of infographic posters for classroom use.

Posters are linked to topics studied in Geography K-12 for the Australian Curriculum and NSW Syllabuses.

- A **bank of questions** for individual and groupwork will be accessible via Google Drive to all schools /teachers purchasing posters.
- Posters can be purchased in **pre-packaged sets** or as **individual posters**.
- **New posters** will be added to the website throughout the year.

**SOURCES AND PRICING**

Posters have been sourced from organisations including the Geological Society (UK), Visual Capitalist and Graphic News. GTA NSW & ACT has also commissioned some posters.

Posters are being sold in sets of 4 or 5 to make postage viable. Affordability was a key consideration when determining pricing.

Administration, printing and distribution, licensing and design costs where relevant are incorporated into the cost of each pack.

Postage includes the cost of cylinders. A maximum of 5 posters will be packaged in any postage cylinder.

**PACK 1: THE CARBON CYCLE** – $70 includes p/h

**Click here to order Pack 1**

Contents:
- 1 x A1 poster: **The Carbon Cycle**
- 4 x A2 posters: **Carbon Set**
  - Carbon & the Greenhouse Effect
  - Carbon Reservoirs
  - Hydrocarbon Formation
  - Carbon & Climate Change
GEOGRAPHY POSTERS FOR SALE

PACK 2: GEOGRAPHY CONTENT – $81 includes p/h

Click here to order Pack 2

Contents: 4 x A1 posters

- Plate tectonics
- Minerals in a smartphone
- The Carbon Cycle
- On the Brink: The biggest threats to Earth’s biodiversity

PACK 3: A2 CAREERS poster – 5 for $37.50 includes p/h

Pathways with Geography

Click here to order Pack 3

INDIVIDUAL SELECTION: A1 sized posters @ $15 per poster

(one type per order)

Up to 5 posters $15 postage (1 cylinder)
6 to 10 posters $30 postage (2 cylinders) etc

Choose from posters:

- Plate tectonics
- Minerals in a smartphone
- The Carbon Cycle
- On the Brink: The biggest threats to Earth’s biodiversity
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GEOGRAPHY POSTERS FOR SALE

INDIVIDUAL SELECTION: A1 & 60cm square posters @ $15 per poster (one type per order)

Up to 5 posters $15 postage (1 cylinder)
5 to 10 posters $30 postage (2 cylinders)

Choose from posters:
- Biomes and Ecosystems (A1 size))
- Earth’s surface
- Earthquakes
- UN Sustainable development goals

PACK 4: Three square posters – $55 includes p/h

Click here to order Pack 4

PACK 5: GEOGRAPHY CAREERS– $35 includes p/h*

A set of five x A3 Careers Using Geography flyers

Click here to order Pack 5

* Note: Pack 5 will be mailed as a flat pack

For more details and to order follow this LINK
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